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"Dielectrophoresis" is defined as . the motion of mattel;' caused by 
polarization effects in a non-uniform electr,ic field. Most polar mate-•.. 
rials move toward the place of greatest field intensity. Unlike electro-
! 
phoresis this does not require a net charge on the particles . 
Much work has been done in the past using dielectrophoretic force 
to separate solids from mixtures2, to separate living and dead yeast 
cells, and in , the investigation of dielectrophoresis of solids in 
d 3 aqueous me ia. As a continuation of. the latter work, it is the object 
of this paper to explain some of the anomalous results by investigating 
systematically the effects of: 
(1) introducing ions of different valencies into the solution, and 
(2) conductivity of both solid and liquid on dielectrophoresis . 
If a uniform electric field is applied to a system containing a 
liquid dielectric and a suspended dielectric particle, the particle will 
polarize, but the net force (except possibly for a torque) on the parti -
cle will be zero. However, if the particle is charg~d, there will be a 
net force on the particle causing it to . tend to migrate towards the op-
positely charged terminal. The situation is different in a non-uniform 
field: here, the ahal;'ged particles will again migrate in the direction 
depending on the particular charge of the particle, but this time the 
neutral particle will also experience a force. If the body is a perfect 
1 
2 
insulator and is more polar than the medium, according to simple dielec-
tric theory, it will migrate toward the higher -field region. The force 
1 equation can be shown to be: 
(1) 
where R is the radius of the particle, K2 is the dielectric constant of 
-+ 
the particle, K1 is the dielectric constant of the medium, and Eis the 
applied electric field. Since the force depends on the square of 
the impressed field, the sign of the field is innnaterial, therefore, al-
ternating electric fields are used. It should be carried in mind that 
the force equation derived from the above simple theory was based on the 
assumptions that the particles are perfect dielectric particles in per-
feet dielectric liquids and such conditions are not experimentally ob-
served. For instance, as in the work of Hawk and others3 , it was ob-
served that lead hafnate with a dielectric constant of 350 moves away 
from the region of -higher field intensity when in distilled water of 
dielectric constant of 80. 
In trying to explain such anomalies, it is thought that perhaps at 
the solid-liquid interface, there exists an electrical double layer 
which effectively changes the polarization of the particle as well as 
the liquid around the interface. To test whether this double layer 
effect exists or not, cations and -anions of different valencies were in-
troduced systematically into the solution at controlled concentrations. 
If this double layer effect indeed exists, the motion of the particle 
should vary with the introduction of different ions. 
Since conduction is a frequency dependent process, a more complete 
theory of the dielectrophoretic behaviour of lossy-dielectrics in lossy 
3 media was treated by Hawk, ~ al. It is the purpose of this paper to 
re~check its degree of applicability. 
To sum up, this thesis describes a systematic study of the effect 
of ions on the dielectrophoresis of i;;olids, including tests for the ex-
istence of the double layer effect at the solid.:...liquid interface. It 
concludes with a discussion of the role played by it in the dielectro-




The Double Layer Theory 
H. von Helmholtz (1879) suggested that an electrical double layer 
is generally formed at the separation of two phases. He treated the 
problem mathematically by assuming the double layer to be virtually an 
electrical condenser with two parallel plates separated by not more than 
a molecular distance. The potential gradient, according to Helmohltz's 
supposition, should be sharp at the interface, but a diffused double 
4 layer proposed by G. Gouy (1909) and others was later .more favored • Oo 
Stern (1924) developed a view taking the essential characteristics of 
both and has shown that neither the sharp nor diffuse double layer 
theory alone was adequate. He divided the double layer into two partso 
The first part was considered to be a fixed layer; which was only a 
single ion in thickness. In this part, there is a sharp fall of poten-
tial. The second part is the diffuse layer extending to some distance 
into the liquid; in this -region, ions are free to move owing to thermal 
agitation but the distribution of ions is not uniform, since the cha rged 
layer at the surface will result in a preferential attraction of those 
of opposite sign. This causes a gradual fall of potential into the bulk 
of the liquid where the charge distribution is uniform. The situation 
at the solid-liquid interfa~e may be represented diagranunat ically by 
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Figure 1. Electrokinetic Potential at the Solid-Liquid Interface 
vertical broken line represents the distance of the fixed·layer from the 
solid, the distance is somewhat exaggerated in the diagram. If A indi-
cates the potential of the solid and B the potential of the bulk of the 
solution,. then the potential in between can occur in two ways, (Figure 
1, Parts I and II), depending on the characteristics of molecules or 
ions present in soi8tion.which make up the outer portion of the fixed 
layer. In both diagrams AC is the sharp fall of potential in the fixed 
part, and CB the gradual change in the diffuse part .of the double layer. 
Between C and· B, that is, between the fixed and freely mo.bile portions 
is marked z;; in each diagram, conventionally known as the zeta-potential. 
By assuming that the double layer is equivalent to a.parallel plate 
capacitor with plates separated by·a distanced cm, each carrying a 
charge lei, per square cm; the difference of potential between may be 
taken as equal to the zeta-potential, one may apply simple mathematical 
6 
considerations to · the electrokinetic phenomena. If Dis the dielectric 
constant of the mediwn between the hypothetical plates, then it is well-
known from electrostatics that 
4ned = D (2) 
For all types of electrokinetic phenomena, this is a fundamental equa-
tion for the quantitative treatment. 
Electrolytes and the Zeta-Potential 
Substances which do not ionize in water are usually found to be 
negatively charged in contact with water, and the addition of small 
amounts of uniunivalent electrolyte tends to increase this charge. In 
the cases of negative zeta-potential, it is believed that hydroxyl ions 
from water and possibly also anions from the electrolyte are attached to 
the solid. An equal number of positive ions ·will remain in the liquid, 
some .closely held in the fixed part of the double layer, and the rest 
in the diffused portion. The fall of potential from the solid to the 
bulk of the solution is shown diagrannnatically in Figure 2, curve I. 
If the concentration ·of · the electrolyte is increased, there will 
be a tendency for the cations to accumulate on the solution side of the 
fixed double layer, i.e., in the vicinity of the .dotted line XY in 
Figure 2. At one time, it was thought that .the sole effect of this ac-
cumulation was a decrease ·of the charge density e, but now it seems to 
be established that the thickness d of the double layer is decreased 
simultaneously. From equation (2), we see that a decrease either d or 
e, or both, will result in a decrease of zeta-potential, as depicted in 
Figure 2. Diagrammatic Representation of the Effect 
of Ion1:1 on the·Zeta Potential 
Figure 2, II. The higher the valence of the cation;the lower the con-
centration of the solution required·to bring about sufficient change in 
tl:).e adsorption layer to produce a given effect. If one increases the 
7 
positive ion concentration, the sign of the electrokinetic potential may 
eventually be rever.sed; this· is due to· the neutralization of the charge 
on the particie or.perhaps, to the decrease of the thickness of the 
double layer, to such an extent that·it collapses and ·the double layer 
is reformed with the charges reversed (see Figure 2, III). 
Hydroxyl and hydrogen ions, large·organic·ions and ions of heavy 
metals all are known to have a tendency to adsorb to neutral substances, 
such as carbon. They usually have a great influence on·the electro-
kinetic potential. It was assumed that the potential of the solid in 
8 
Figure 2 remains unchanged, this is not necessarily true, for the strong-
ly adsorbable positive ions. present .will·· tend to. make it more positive 
and this will favor still further the decrease and eventual reversal of 
the zeta-potential, 
It was experimentally observed·that thezeta-'-potential tends in 
. every case toward zero when the concentrai;ion of the electrolyte is in-
creased. The exact significance of this fact is not yet clear; it may 
be due to the decrease in thickness of the double layer, because of the 
potential becoming very small, or it may be that the potential is 
appreciable but the observed electrokinetic effects are.small owing to 
changes in the diffuse boundary layer and of the viscosity and dielectric 
constant of the liquid in that layer. 
5 According to Sher , for a small lossy dielectric solid, the di-
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If it is hypothesized that.the effect due to the production of the 
double layer at the solid-liquid interface is included in E 1 , the real 
9 
part of * E: ' one would expect it to reveal its effect-most efficiently 
if low conductivity (Le. high resistivity) and if high frequencies were 
used. This will be further discussed in Chapter V. 
CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Two new pieces of apparatus were constructed: 
L The platinum resistance probe, 
2. Theplatinum plate.;..wire electrode cell~ 
The platinum resistance probe was used to measure the resistances 
of solutionso It consists of two shiny Pt plates which are enclosed 
and protected from being mispositioned by a Delrin (polyacetal) rod in 
the manner as shown in Figure 3o The connecting wires to the Pt plates 
are insulated from each·other by Ambroid cement at the upper part of the 
ro.do The two tiny tubes for -the connecting wires to go through are 
filled with epoxy to insulate and·to keep liquid·from flowing into the 
· tubes., The resistivity·· of- the medium can be calculated from the geomet.,. 




p = resistivity of the medium 
R =.resistance of the medium 
A= area of the platinum plate 
= A d 
d - distance between the two plates 
R (3) 
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Figure.4. Platinum Plate-Wire Cell 
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be calculated fromthe relation: 
p = (4) 
where 
p1 = standard resistivity.of 10-4 NKCl solution 
R1 = measured resistance of the same solution 
The Pt plate-wire cell consists of a platinum plate about.125 mm x 
6 mm as one electrode and·a platinum wire(20 Gauge B & S)of about 200 mm 
in length and 1 mm in diameter.· They are held in place by a teflon plug 
and two nylon nuts such that·the distance of separation was about 2 mm 
(see Figure 4). 
A rounded crystal was hung by a fiber through a minute hole on the 
higher nylon nut. It was made spherical bJ the centrifuge-polisher con-
structed earlier6•· It was cemented t~ a fine glass fiber by a minimum 
amount of. epoxy resin;;· ·The cementing process was done .under a binocular 
microscope and with·a micro-manipulator. The fiber·and the·crystal were 
hung in place on the nylon nut by a wire plug. (See Figure 4.) 
A magnetic stirrer together with·these·twopieces·of·apparatus were. 
connected by rubber tubing in series; and with two stopcocks leading 
. ~ ... -. :--. 
. from the circulatory system into which our solutions are introduce.d. 
(See Figure 5). 
The resistance of the medium was ·measured·by a·General Radio Co. 
Impedance Bridge, type 1650-B, with a precision of± 1%. The null-point 
on the,bridge was improved·greatly by the inclusion of a decade capaci-
tor, type 1412 BC, which had a range 
lpF ++ lµF. 
A.C. source Voltmeter 
Pt. plate-wire cell 
Microscope 








The motion of the crystal· in· the platinum· plate ... wi.r.e · cell was ob-
0 served from the side through··a Monolux ·microscope with the arm bent 90 
from the vertic~lposition~··Both the cell and the microscope are mounted 
on a steel plate 60 cm x 20 cm x Lcm·which·had three·leveling-screws. 
By adjusting these screws the·crystal·could·be placed at any initial po-, 
s:f_tion between the plate·and·thewireo The voltage applied to the two 
electrodes was produced by alternating current power supplies. For high 
frequency, a 2o55 megacycle source capable of delivering 200 volts r.m.s. 
was used, ap.d for low frequencies the power supply consisted of a Hew-
lett Packard. 200 CD audio oscillator and a Heath·A9 audio amplifier. 
The voltmeter was a Hewlett 410 A radio frequency voltmeter .which had a 
frequency range capability·from20·cycles per second to 200 megacycles 
per secondo A circuit diagram showing the electrical·arrangements is 
shown.in Figure .6. 
A mixed bed ion-exchange·column was constructed~to obtain highly 
deionized water;, ·Freshly deionized water was obtained with resistivity 
7 in the order of 10 ohm-cm or more.· ·solutions of salts were made from 
10-z N to 10-] N, with re.sistivity ranging from 10~ to 106 ohm-cm, and 
were stored in 500 ml liter bottles with ground glass stoppers. 
Procedure 
Six·crystals of wide range·of di.electric constants and resistivi-
ties were usedo A table·of:the·names·and values can be found on Table 
Salt solutions of different cation and anion valencies and a wide 
/ 
range of concentrations;of·each were introduced. The·following salts 









1016 . onm-c.m 
1 018 _ ~ ohm-cm 
4 
5 x 10 ohm-cm 
2o7 x 105 ohm-cm 
-5 10 ohm-cm 
12 10 ohm-cm 
TABLE I 


















A - Dro E, E, Kohnke, Okla, State University, private communication. 
Frequency Reference Sources 
1 MHz A 
1 MHz B 
13 GM c 
1 MHz A 
1 MHz D 
1 MHz B 
B - Von Rippel, Dielectric Materials and Applications~ published jointly by Techo Press of MoLTo 
and John Wiley and Sons, Inca, New York (1954). 
C ~ H. Bo Briggs, Phys. Rev~, ]J_, 287 (1950). 
D - Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, published by Chemical Rubber Co., 44th ed. 
E - D. C. Cronimeyer, Phys. Reva, §1._, 896 (1951). 




..;.3 ..;.4 -5 -6 -7 
They were used in concentration of 10 , 10 , 10 , 10 , 10 molar. 
Each solution was introduced into the circulatory.system from the 
bottles by air pressure~ Starting with·low resistivity(high concentra..;. 
tion) for each salt soluti,on·andgoing up; tables of deflection versus 
voltage for .each solution'were _recorded. From this data, a family of 
deflection versttsvoltagelsquareµ curves·were.obtained. Another set of 
curv·es would like-wise _be obtained· for a different frequency. Initial 
slopes of these curves were·plotted against the voltage squared for com-
parison of the effects at different frequencies.; The·graphs are shown 
in Chapter IV and the discuss.ion of them is given in Chapter V. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
Curves of deflection versus voltage squared for lead hafnate, sili-
con, tin, silicon oxide, quartz and rutile were drawn. ~ach crystal has 
a set·of five curves.for each frequency for the five·salt solutions 
used. Three different frequencies were used: ·· 1 K Hz., 20 K Hz. and 
2.55 MHz. A typical gx:·ap_h·showing·deflection and voltage squared is· 
shown in Figure 79 
The initial slopes·of all'these curves were·plotted against the 
resistivity of the medium as·· shown· from Figures 8-25.. Positive slope 
denotes motion toward the region·of higher·field intensityt and negative. 
slope denotes motion toward the region of lower.field intensity. 
It is observed that PbHf03 with·dielectric constant 350 moves in 
the positive direction for 2.55 MHz., see Figure 8, as.predicted by 
equation (1) in.Chapter I; but for 20 KHz., it crosses the zero slope 
line and the deflection becomes negative as the resistivity of the med-
ium becomes lower, see Figur~ ·· 9; and· for 1 · K Hz., the deflections are 
always negative for all resistivities,'see Figure lQ. 
It is also observed in Figure 8·that for cations .of different 
4 valencies, the slope curves; ·fn·the· resistivity·range·5 x 10 ohm-cm. 
to 107 ohm-cm., show·increasing·slope values·with increase of ion va-
lericy. 
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Figure 170 Initial Slope Versus Resistivity of Solutions for Stannic Oxide at 2.55 MHz 
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order as in Figure 8 for 2.55 MHz;, see Figure 17. 
For quartz, all deflections were negative;·ions show similar order 
as in Figure 8 for 2~55 MHz;, see Figure 20. 
For rutile, all deflections wete·negative and little.relation 
between ions and slopes were· shown.· (Compare, however, Figures 23 .... 25 
with H~wk's results on rutile, Figure 14; his thesis.) 
In view of the fact·that·some'crystals·have a crossover point or 
zero slope. on the slope ··versus resistivity· graph and some have not; an 
1 attempt has been made to correlate this with theory. According .to 
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Now, for zero.slope of displacement;·the·force on the sphere should be 
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The actual zero slope of resistivity for PbHf03 and.Si crystals for 
various frequencies were used to check against this equation. (See 
Appendix for program and results.) Unfortunately~ they did not seem to 
agreeo 
A graphic.al method·is.also suggested tocheck the crossover pointj 
and also the positive and negative slopes. When the force on the par ti-
cle is zero, the value 
Kl 
I i is equal to I K2 I i I . - -. P1W£o P2W£o 
If one plots ~ = ,V K2 + s2 , where S B = 2 ' versus the frequency, '\ p E: . 0 
k !..< 
the po$ition where A{ and A2 curves intersect·should correspond to the 
value of the zero slope. ·~ In Figure 26, the A curves for salt solutions· 
. . . . . . 5 . ~ 
of resist.ivity ranging from 10 obm--cm to 10 ohm-cm and the A 's of 
crystals of a wide range of dielectric. constants, PbHf03 (350), Si 
(11J7), Sn02 (24) and Si02 (3.78) were plotted. 
!-..: 
The A2 curve for PbHf03 , for 20 KHz~ the zero slope occur some-
where between 105 to 106 ohm-cm. As the resistivity·becomes higher, the 
·!..< 
slope should be positive, because A2 for PbHf03 is greater than that of 
the solution. For 2.55 MHz., the zero slope should ·occur between 103 
4 . 
to 10 ohm-cm. Resistivities ·· greater than· that value should have posi'."" 
tive slopes, and less than that value should. have negative slopes. For 
1 K Hz,o, solution resistivity in the neighborhood of 5 x 106 ohm-:-cm 
should have zero slope, and lower resistivities should have negative 
slope.s 6 These all see.m to correspond to the experimental data quite 
well. (See Figuxes 8-10.) 
103 
10 
' ,, ' ' ' ' ' ' 
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For Si,· the. zero· points do· not· correspond to. the experimental 
values in Figures 11-13. 
42 
F'or SnO 2 , Figure 26 shows that· the de flee tion- should always be 
negative for all frequencies and·· this seems to be in good agreement with 
the experimental data shown:in Figures 17-19. The same applies to Si0 2 • 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
Weha.ve made a systematic·investigation of the effect of ions·on 
dielectrophoresis. From the·results shown in Chapter··IV,·particularly 
Figure 8 and Figure 20, it is obvious·that cations with different 
valencies do have different effects.· Therefore, one can conclude quali-
tatively that an electrical double layer which affects dielectrophoresis 
does exist at the solid--liquid interface. 
We. observe that the effect on dielectrophoresis differs according 
to-the ionic valency. This·difference·is·most clearly shown at the 
highest frequency (2.55·M Hz) and in the most dilute solutions. High 
ionic strength appears"to·repress the effect~· It·is·also less visible 
at low fre.quencies (1 · and 20 K Hz)" 
The differences in die.lectrophoretic ·force· caused by the nitrate 
sa.lts of mono-, di-, tri- and·tet:ra--valent cations·are.most strikingly 
shown on PbHf03 and on·Si02 i · A lesser effect is, however., sti.11 visible 
on Si, Sn02 , Ti02 and Sn. 
From the fact that this-ionic valence effect·is only observable at 
extremely high frequencies· (2~55 MHz), one is led to conclude that the· 
effect of the double layer is accounted for totally.at the polarization 
or real part of curves such as in Figure 26 rather than the conduction 
* 1 part of · the dielec.tric constant·· in the·· complex expression K =K' - i ---. pwe 0 
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If one hypothesizes that·this·is true, then the anomalous behaviour of 
Si having positive deflections· can easily be explained, because if K' is 
!.: 
increased by the double layer, the whole of the A2 (effective polariza-
tion) curve would be raised (see Figure 26). If it is raised to a value 
higher than that of water, the deflections will be predicted tobe posi-
tive by Figure 26.· There is little rigorous mathematical background to 
this, but this does give·a·suggestionfor the explanation of the anoma-
lous effects of dielectrophoresis. 
An alternate view or·· interpretation might be· offered in terms of 
interfacial or Maxwell-'-Wagner·polarization. Taking the case of the semi-
conductor, silicon,··· for example; we··note · that·· the· preferential sorption 
of OH- ions on the surface·would·modify the surface states and bend up 
the valence and conduction bands·at the crystal edge. This means. 
attracting holes to the crystal face and pushing electronic carriers to 
the crystal center; Now let· us look at the· effect·· of an externally 
applied (a.c.) field. 
When an external field·is applied in·the surrounding liquid medium~ 
the sorbed OH- layer· will be built·· up on the side of the crystal toward 
the (negative) cathode and will be depleted of (':)H'.'" ions on the side 
toward the (positive)· anode_.· · This will·· in· turn cause a shift in the 
internal hole,and electron surface states .of the crystal, with a con-
commitant shift in polarization within the crystal. The degree and rate 
of shift will depend upon the carrier mobilities, upon their concentra-
tions, and upon the surface state concentrations. This enhanced inter-
facial polarization would therefore bemost evident at.low frequencies 
and least efficient at high frequencies, would be most. evident if hole 
I . . 
and_ electron carriers are freely present, and be least evident in.solids 
lac.king such free carriers.;· The interfacial·polarization within the 
semiconductor, and-appearing·at:the Schottky barriers·could be intense 
enough to give the Si crystal an effective·polarizability.larger than 
that of the aqueous medium; If so,· then the Si crystal-could easily 
show a positive deflection (Le~ behave· as· if· it·were more polarizable 
than the aqueous medium) in dielectrophoresis at low frequencies--and 
show a negative deflection·at high·frequencieso· Since this is just 
45 
what is observed experimentally, we suggest then that Maxwell-Wagner or 
interfacial polarization associated with Schottky barriers modified by 
sorbed ions can well be the-logical molecular explanation·for the other-
wise anomalous dielectrophoretic_behavior of pure silicon single crystal 
in aqueous solutions~ 
It would appear that all the dielectrophoretic crystals examined 
here have very different· surface properties. This·· is obvious in 
Figures 8-25~ Roughly speaking, the ionic·valence·effect·is seen to be 
greatest inthose·materials with the-highest resistivity; and vice versa. 
Such might well be expected-if one considers that the more conduc-
tive materials would be·more·capable of supplying internal charges mo-
bile enough and numerous enough to counteract the-surface double layer 
charges caused by the·· variously· sorbed ·-ions, that is; internal conduc-
tion suppresses surface double·· layer effects on· dielectrophoresis o 
Double layer e.ffects · by cations -of varied· valence in· dielectrophoresis 
are therefore best to·be seen·on·the·more insulating materials. 
Further·research·must be done"before·the·exact effec.t of the ions 
in dielectrophoresis ·· cot,1ld be· clearly understood; Redesigning of the 
present apparatus of investigation·is a·necessary-next step, since the 
size of the crystal, smoothnesa · of the crystal sm:;face and the attach-
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10 WRliE 16.101 B,f,C.D,S,R,l 
11 . 10 FORMAT( l X, 1 K2=', E 12. 5 ,• F=' ,El.l. 5·, 1 Pt='El2.',,' P2=',fl2.4;, 
1 1 Sl=- 1 ,El2.5,.' S2= 1 ,E12.5·,, ll= 1 ,t12.5) 
12 IFIBB-lll,200,200 
13 3 CONTINUE 
14 CALL EKr-T 
15· END 
SENTRY 
K2= 0.35·000E 03 F= o.zooooE 05 Pl= O.LLOOOt 04 P2= O.IOOOOE 15 SI= O.Bl744E 03 S2= O.d9918E-08 ll=-0.2.7159F 03 
K2= 0.50000E 02 F= o.20000E 05 Pl= O.l!OOOE 04 P2= o.10000E 15 SL= o.a!744f 03 52= o.B99L8F·OB ll=-ry.15110• oz 
K2= o.10000E 03 F= o.20000E 05 Pl= 0.11000•. 04 P2= O.LOOOOE 15 St• ·o.61744[ 01 S7• 0.89~1AF·OA ll=-O.t!J34~·D3 
K2= o.2ooooe 03 F= o.20000E 05 Pt= o.11000E 04 P2= o.1ocooE ts SI• o.et744E 03 sz. o.B991BE-ns Ll=-0.11947• 03 
K2= 0.40000E 03 fz 0.20000E 05 Pl= O.llOOOE 04 PZ= O.lOOOOf 15 St= 0.8!744f 03 52= O.A991AE-OA ll=-0.2•9l5E 01 
K2= O.SOOOOE 03 F= 0.20000E 05 Pl= o.11000E 04 P2= o.10000E 15 51= o.st744f 03 57= o.a991Sf·08 ll=-0.34965F o, 
KZ= 0,35000t 03 F= o.20000E 05 Pl= 0.11000( 04 P2= 0.100.nr 07 St=· 0.8!744F 03 52= o.~9916E 00 ll=-0,77!24f 03 
K2= o.35oooe 03 F= o.zooooe 05 Pt= o.11000E 04 P7• o.1uoooE 10 Sl= O.Rl744~ 03 Sl= 0.89SIBF-O.l ll=-0.27159F 01 
K2• 0.3~000E 03 f= o.2aocuE 05 Pl= o.11000E 04 Pl• o.tdJOOE 11 SI= O.Bl744F O) S?= O.B9918F·O& ll=~O.l7J59f Cl 
Q= 0.35COOF 03 F= 0 .• 7.0000F 05 Pl= O.llOOOE 04 Pl= 0.tOOOOE 17 51= Q.Al744f 03 52• O,S991~E-10 ll=-0.27159F 03 
Kl• a~35000t 03 F= o.7.QOOOE 05 Pl= 0.11000E 04 P2= o.10000E 18 Sl= O.Bl744E 0' Sl• O.R9918F-ll ll=·0.77159E oa 
K2= o.35000E 03 F= u.zooooe 05 Pl= o.29000E 04 P2= ti.10000E 15 51= o.31006[ 03 57= o.~9918F-CB· l1=·0.l64Q2E 01 
K2• o.sooooE 02 F= o.20000E 05 Pl• 0.29000[ 04 Pl= O.lJODOF 1-5 Sl•.0.3l00'>E Cl S7• 0.8991RF-OA ll•-0.10ll9f 02 
K2= o.1ooooe 03 F= o.2oaooe 05 Pt= o.29000E 04 P2= o.10000E H SI• Q.31006f Dl 52= 0.~991~F-09 Zl=-0.9h541F. 02 
i2• o.20000E 03 F= b~20000E o5 Pl= 0.29000( 04 Pl= O.l0000E 15 St• 0.31006< 01 57= 0.899!AE-OA ll=·O.l3S4'>f 03 
K2= 0.40000[ 03 F= o.zooooE 05 Pl= a.i9DOOf 04.PZ= o.10000E 15 SI• 0.3100&E 03 57= 0.8991AE-08 lZ•-D.16753[ 01 
K2= O. 50000E 03 F= o. 70000E Q5 Pl• 0.29000~ 04 P2= O. DOOOI 15 SI= 0.31006~ 03 ~2= o.~qg1s~~08 ZZ=-0.1~854~ Cl 
KL• 0.35000E Ol F= O.lOOOOE 05 Pl= 0.29000t 04 Pl• 0.10000• 07 Sl= 0,1IOO&E D3 52= o.~99l"F 00 ll=-0.ll>!&n• 03 
KZ= 0.35000E ·03 F= o.zooooE O'.> Pl= O.Z9000E 04 Pl= o.10000E 10 St= 0.1t00bf ·Cl 57= o.!991~[-03 ll=-ry,l64nZ[ o, 
Q= 0.3S000f 03 F= O.ZOOOOF 05 Pl= 0.2.9000[ 04 .Pl= a.tO•JJOt l.i SI• 0.310ubE o; S7• O.Aq91Rr-% ll•·O.lb407E 03 
&2= o.3soooE 03 F= o.zooooE 05 •1= o.z9ooa• o• P2= o.1Jo~ot 11 st. o. Jt006f 03 s,= O.d9918~-l~ l/=-O.l6407f o, 
~2= o.3500~E 03 f• o.20000E 05 Pl• 0.29000[ 04 P7= o.1oooof lB 51= 0.3(00br 03 S7• 0.899lqE-ll ll•·O.l~402C 01 
K·2= o.tl700F 02 F= o.1ooodE c, Pl= ·J.JOOOOt <Jl P2= o.500·JOE 03 51= 0.59945F Oh Sl• 0 •. 35%7[ )5 .1l•-0.4n',lF 07 
K2= o.soooor 01 F= o.10000F o-. Pt• 0.,00001- 02 Pl= o.;oaaoE o~ ~1= o.~99-.sr 01> s.1• o.35%7F 05 ll=-0.36025F Ol 
K2• o.tcoooE Ol •= o.10000E 04 P!= Q.JOOOOE oz P2• o.,010Jr 03 51= 0.5~Q45f Ob Sl= n.,5q67f o~ ll=-~.,q~b~E o, 
~2= o.t5000F 02 F= o.~OOOOE Q<, Pl= o.JOOOO[ 02 P2= J.5oo~OF 03 51• Q.5994'.>t 06 57= o.35967f O'.> ll=-~.4109'.>F OZ 
K2• O.l·OOOOE 02 f= o.tJOOOf 04 P!= o.1oooor oz Pl.= 0.50010t. 03 SI= 0.59~4'.>F 06 Sl• o •. 35%7E 05 ll=-~.4&h10E 07 
Kl~ Q.2SOOOEc J2 F= C. lOOOOt 04 Pl= o.rnooo[ 02 P2= o.,ooJ·~E o; S.l= 0.59945f ~· Sl= 0.35%71 05 ll=·0.50lb4t 07 
KZ= o.111oot .iz F=·o.10000£ 04 Pt• o.rnooot 02 P2• o.z,,aaac 01 S.t= o.5994S< Jb S2= O.~qql6F 0~ 11=-0.lQQ~6f ~? 
KZ• o.tJ700E oz t• o.1oooaE 04 Pl= o.JOOOO[ 02 Pl= 0.4000Jt Jl 51= C.59945[ Ob Sl= 0.449S~f OS //=-0.3~044F C7 
i<.2- o.ll700E 02 f= 0.10000[ Q4 Pl= J.300JOe Ol P2= O.b·1~·JJf 0.1 SI= c.599451 :0-r, S2= l').29.97"\f· '.)t; .l/=-rt.4197~f- 02 
K2= 0.11700E 02 f= c.10000E 04.Pl= 0.3QOO~E 02 P2• a.•JDJOF 01 SI= c;~994S( Ct. S.7:= O. 77.'98"f- 0'> l/=·D.4HI If. n7 
!(2:"f').11700[ 02 f-·= .:J.;.100:00£ 04 Pl= J.3G('l]0~ J:l tJ}= O.IJC10T: ')4 ~l= o.r;-1q4r,f "oh Sl= 0. l1Q!:14f [)':, ll=-"'l.4411\t" 07 
K2= O. l I 700t OZ f= ~. !OOOOf 04 Pl= J.bOOOOt 02 P2= 0,'>100J< 1J"i Sl= 0.2"147Jf' Ob· Sl= :,. 3-,')67(- :)', //:l:-Q.3~1!"7~ 07 
&l= o.5QOOOf 01 •= 0.10000• 04 Pt= o.ooooat 02 Pl= o.,1J~Jt Jl 51~ C.2997\F Oh Sl= 0.1'>9~7E Q5, ll=-b.l~b,5E 07 
<7= o.1oonot 02 F= O.l~OOOE 04 Pl• J.&0000E Ol P/= Q.5JJ~O• 01 Si= 0.29913• Oh Sl= 0.3'>%7r or, ll =-o. ~7q11r 07 
<l• Q.15000E 02 F= C.lOOOOf 04 Pl= ·J.c,JOOO~ .J2 P2= 0.'>'.!'JO()f- 01 SI= 0 .• 7'147"\f. o,, Sl= 'J. J5,91'l7f J5 ll=-0.lhHOF 02 
~2= 0.200QOE 07 F= Q.lOQOOE ~4 Pl= n.oOOJ'.)E U2 PZ: O.?.)OJJf 03 ~·= c.zc;QJlf- 06 ~1= o.3~~b7f 05 11~-a.1q~41r o? 
Kl=· J.?~OOOE Jl ·f~ O.lOOOOE :4 PJ= 0.~0000~ O? p,= ,J.~0000:::: a, 51= r:.;qq7jf Ob S?= .~.1?9ti7t- ()') ll=-0.4?q-~4f C7 
.i,,. 
\0 
K2= 0.11700E 02 F= a.10000E 04 Pl= Q.60000E 02 P2= o.20000E 03 SI= 0.29973E 06 52= 0.89918E 05 ZZ=-0.1717!E 02 
K2= 0.1!700E 02 f= O.lOOOOF 04 Pl= o.&OOOOE Q~ P2= 0.4000QE 03 SI= Q.29973t 06 S2= Q.44959E 05 ZZ=-0.30986F 02 
K2= 0.11700E 02 F= o.1oooot 04 Pl= Q.60000E 02 P2= 0.60000E 03 SI= 0.29973F 06.SZ= 0.29973E 05 ZZ=-0.36762E Ol 
K2• O.ll700E 02 F= 0.10000E 04 Pl• D.60000E 02 P2= O.BDOOOE 03 Si= o.29973E 06 52= o.22480E 05 ZZ=-0.3Q044E 02 
K2= 0.11700E 02 F= O.!OOOOE 04 01= Q.60000E 02 P2= O.lOOOOE 04 SI= 0.29973F 06 52= O.l7984E 05 ZZ•-0.40762E 02 
K2= 0.11700E 02 F• O.?OOOOE 05 Pl= 0.270DOE 02 P2= o.50000E 03 s1= a.33303E as s2= o.119i4E 04 lZ=-0.41460( 02 
K2= 0.50000F 01 F= 0.20000E 05 Pl= 0.27000E 02 P2= D.50000E 03 SI= 0.33303E 05 52= 0.17984E 04 ZZ=-0.366Q6E 02 
K2= O.lOOOOE 02 F= o.2oooor 05 Pl= 0.27000E 02 P2= a.50000E 03 SI= Q.J3303E 05 52= 0.17984E 04 ZZ=-0;4Q251E 02 
K2= Q.15000t 02 F= o.zooooE 05 Pl= o.27000t 02 P2= 0.50000E 03 SI= 0.33303E 05 S2= D.17984E 04 ZZ=-0.43806E 02 
K2• 0.20000E 02 F= o.20000E 05 Pl= 0.27000E 02 P2= Q.50000E 03 SI= o.333Q3E 05 52= 0.17984[ 04 ZZ=-0.47162F 02 
K2= 0.25000E 02 F= o.20000E .05 Pl= o.21000E 02 P2= o.50000E 03 Sl= 0.33303E 05 52= 0.17984E 04 ZZ=-0.50917E 02 
K2= Q.117QQE 02 F= o.20000E 05 Pl= D.27000e 02 P2• o.20000E 03 51= 0.33303E 05 52= 0.44959E 04 ZZ=-0.3253QE 02 
K2= 0.11700£ 02 F= 0.20000E 05 Pl= o.21000E 02 P.2= 0.40000E 03 Sl= 0.33303E 05 S2= 0.224BOE 04 Zl=-0.39ij98f 02 
K2= 0.11700E 02 F= 0.20000E 05 Pl= 0.27000E 02 P2= 0.60000£ 03 Sl• 0.33303E 05 S2= 0.14986£ 04 ZZ=-0.42~18E 02 
K2= 0.11700E 02 F= 0.20000E 05 Pl= 0.27000E 02 P2• o.sooooE 03 SI• 0.33303E 05 S2= 0.11240E 04 zz=-0.43861E 02 
K2• Q.11700E 02 F• 0.20000E 05 Pl= 0.27000E 02 •2= O.lOOOOE 04 Sl• 0.3330lE 05 S2• Q.899JBE 03 ZZ=-0.44677E 02 
KZ= o.11100E 02 F= o.20000E 05 Pl= o.aooooE 02 P2= o.50000E o3 SI= o.11240E 05 52= o.179B4E 04 zz=-0.29975F 02 
K2• 0.50000£ 01 F= 0.20000E 05 Pl• O.BOOOOE 02 P2= o.50000E 03 Sl= O.ll240E 05 S2= O.l7984E 04 ZZ=-o.25667E 02 
K2= O.IOOOOE 02 F• o.20000E 05 Pl= O.BOOOOE 02 P2= o.sooooE 03 Sl= O.!l240E 05 52= 0.17984£ 04 zz=-0.28882E 02 
K2= 0.15000E 02 F• 0.20000E 05 Pl• O.BOOOOE 02 P2= 0.50000£ 03 SI= O.ll240E 05 52• .0.!7984E 04 ZZ=-0.370Q7E 02 
K2= 0.20000E 02 F= 0.20000E 05 Pl= O.BOOOOE 02 P2• 0.50000E 03 SL= o.11240E 05 S2= o·.17984F 04 ZZ=-0.35311E 02 
K2• Q.25000E 02 F= 0.20000£ 05 Pl= O.BOOOOE 02 P2= 0.50000E 03 Sl= O.ll240F 05 52= 0.!7984E 04 ZZ•-0.38~26E 07 
K2= ·o.!1700E 02 F= 0.20000E 05 Pl• O.BOOOOE 02 P2= o.20000E 03 SI= o.ll240E 05 52• 0.44959E 04 ZZ=-0.93654£ 01 
K2• 0.!1700E 02 F= o.zooooE 05 Pl= O.BOOOOE 02 P2= 0.4000JE 03 SI= O.IL240.E 05 S2= 0.22480E 04 ZZ=-0.26066E 02 
K2= O.Ll700E 02 F= 0.20000E 05 PI= O.BOOOOE 02 P2• 0.60000E 03 SI• O.ll240E 05 52= 0.14986F 04 7l=-0.32704E 02 
K2= o.11100E 02 F= o.20000E 05 Pl• O.BOOOOE 02 P2= O.BOOOOE .03 Sl= O.ll240E 05 S2= O.Jl240E 04 ZZ=-O.J6262E oz 
KZ• 0.11700£ 02 F= 0.20000E 05 Pl= o.BOOOOE 02 P2= O.LOOOOE 04 51= o.1124QE 05 S2= 0.8991BE 03 ZZ=-Q.38479E 02 
K2= 0.11700E· 02 F= Q.25500E 07 Pl= 0.69000£ 01 P2= 0.50000£ 03 SI• 0.10221E 04 52= 0.14105£ 02 lZ=-0.46195E 02 
K2= 0.50000E OL F= 0.25500E 07 Pl= 0.69000E 01 P2= o.sooooE Ol SI= o.!0221E 04 S2= 0.14!05E 02 ZZ•-0;4J305E 02 
K2= o.10000E 02 F= o.25500E 07 Pl= 0.69000E 01 P2= 0.50000E 03 SI= O.I0221E 04 S2= O.l4105E 02 Zl=-0.44955£ 02 
K2• 0.15000E 02 F= 0.25500F 07 Pl= 0.69000E 01 P2= o.50000E 03 SI= o.10221E 04 52= O.l4105E 02 ZZ•-0.48601E 02 
K?• o.20000E· 02 F= o.255·00E 07 Pl= Q.69000E 01 P2= o.50000E 03 SI= 0.10221E 04 52= 0.14105E 02 .. Zl=-0.52242E O? 
K2= 0.25000E 02 F= o;Z5500E 07 Pl= 0.69000E 01 P2= Q.50000E 03 Sl= 0.10221£ 04 52= 0.14105£ 02 ZZ=-0.55879E 02 
K2• 0.1L700t 02 f= o.j5500E 07 Pl• Q.69000F 01 P2= 0.20000E 03 ~1- 0.10221E 04 52• 0.35262E 02 Zl=-0.43687E 02 
~2= 0.11700E 02 F• 0.25500£ 07 Pl= 0.69000E 01 P2= 0.40000E 03 SI= 0.1022!E 04 S2= 0.1763.lE 02 ZZ=-0.4577?F 02 
K2= o.111oot 02 F• o.25500E 07 Pl= Q.69000E 01 P2• O.&OOOOE 03 Sl= 0.10221E 04 S2= 0.!1754E 02 ZZ•-0.46479£ 02 
K2• o .• 11700E 02 F= C.25500E 07 Pl= 0.6YOOOE 01 P2• o.aooooE 03 SI= 0.!0221E 04 52= 0.8Bl55E 01 ZZ=-0.4M34E 02 
K2= 0.11100£ oi F= 0.255QOE 07 Pl• Q.69000E 01 .P2• 0.10000E 04 SI= 0.10221E 04 si· 0.70524E 01 ZZ=-0.47n48E 02 
K2• 0.11700F 02 F= 0.25500E 07 Pl= O.l8000E 02 P2• 0.50000E 03 SI= 0.39180E 03 52= O.l4105E 02 ZZ•-0.43055E 02 
K2= o.50000F 01 F= 0.25500E 07 Pl= Q.IBOOOE 02 P2= 0.50000E 03 51= 0.39180E 03 52= O.l4105E 02 ZZ=-0.3R619E 02 
K2• O.!OOOOE 02 F= 0.25500E 07 PL= O.IBOOOE 02 P2= 0.50000E 03 SI• C.39180E 03 S2= O.l4105E 02 ZZ=-0.41933E 02 
K2= a. !5000E 02 F• Q.25500E 07 Pl=. o.!6000E 02 P2= 0.50000E 03 Sl• 0.39180E 03 52• 0.14105E 02 ZZ=-0.45UlE 02 
K2=.0.20000E 02 F= 0.25500E 07 Pl= O.!BOOOE 02 P2• 0.50000E 03 Sl= C.391ROE 03 52• 0.14105F 02 ZZ=-0.41497E 02 
KZ• 0.25000E 02 F= Q.25500E 07 Pl•·Q.18000E 02 P2= Os50000E 03 Sl= 0.39180E 03 52• 0.14105E OZ ZZ•-0.51724E 02 · 
K2= 0.11700E OZ F= 0.25500F 07 Pl• 0.18000E 02 P2• 0.20000£ 03 SI= 0.391BOE 03 S2= 0.35262f 02 ZZ•-0.37L07F 02 
K2= o.11100E 02 f= 0-2~500E 07 Pl= a.!AOOOE 02 P2= 0.40000E 03 SI= 0.39lBOE 03 S2= O.l763LE 02 lZ=-0.42033E 02 
Kl= 0.11700E 02 F• o .. z-,sooF 07 Pl= 0.18000E 02 P2= O.c,OOOOE 03 SI= 0.39L"OE 03 S2= O.ll7~4F 02 Zl=-0.43743E 02 
KZ• o.L!700E 02 F= o.25500E 07 Pl= Q.!BOOOF 02 P2• O.SOOOOE 03 SI= 0.39180E 03 S2= 0.08155E 01 ZZ•-0.44hl2E 02 
K2= o.11iOOE 02 F= 0.25500E 07 Pl= O.IBOODE 02 PZ= o.1oooof 04 SI• Q.39180E 03 S2= O.I0524E 01 ZZ=-C.45ll8E 02 
COMPILE TIME= I.LR SEC,EXECUTION TIME= 6.23 SEC,OHJECT CODE= ll84 BYTES,ARRAY AREA= O BYTES,UNUSED= 148816 BYTES 
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